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Let F denote a finite field and let S(W n, F) denote a set of generators of the 
invariants of SL(n, F) acting on m n-component vectors. This paper proves that if 
m > n > 1, then S(m, n, F) must contain a generator whose degree is greater than or 
equal to (nz - n + 2)(jFI - 1). Similar results are obtained for the vector invariants 
of other groups of matrices with entries in F. il 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let K denote a field and let U,, . . . . V,, V,, . . . . V, denote commuting 
indeterminates. If XE K and f~ K( Uj, Vi : 1 < i<m), let a(x) denote the 
K-algebra automorphism of K( Ui, Vi : 1 d i 6 m) which maps Ui to lJi and 
V, to xU,+ Vi for every i and let fa(.” denote the image of J under this 
automorphism. If A c K, let UT(A) = {c(.Y) : XE A )-; the letters UT in 
UT(A ) stand for “unipotent triangular,” coming from the matrix equation 
Suppose that A s K and R G K( Ui, Vi : 1 6 i 6 m). Let RUT’A’ denote the 
set of elements of R which are fixed by every automorphism in UT(A); 
such elements are said to be invariants of UT(A). Most of this paper is 
concerned with properties of sets of K-algebra generators of K[ U,, V, : 
ldidm] . UT’(A) Note that C(X) 0 a( ~1) = a(.~ + I’) for all x, JJ E K. Therefore, 
if A’ denotes the additive group generated by A, then RuTcAl = RUT’A”. 
Hence, when studying the ring RUTt4’, one may assume without loss of 
generality that A is an additive subgroup of K. 
It is known that 
if K is an infinite field, then 
K[Ui, Vi: 1 <i<mlUTCK’= K[U,,U;V;-U,V,: l<i,j<m]. (0.1) 
A proof of this result, in the case that K is a field of characteristic zero, can 
be found in [ 18, pp. 47-493 and a proof in the general case can be found 
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in [ 14, Proposition 7(i), p. 541 (in [ 141 the group UT(K) is denoted 
UUT(2, K)). Suppose that f~ K[ Ui, Vi : 1 6 i< m] and note that f”(” can 
be expressed as a polynomial in x with coefficients in K[ Ui, Vi : 1 < i < m]. 
Therefore, if frr(\-) -f = 0 for more than deg f values of .Y, then 
,f”‘“’ -f = 0 for all s E K. This observation and statement (0.1) imply that 
if A is an infinite subset of K, then 
K[U,, V,: 1 <i<m]“r’A)= KCUi,U,V,-U,V,:16i,,jdm]. (0.2 1 
Let p denote a prime and let F, denote the field of size p. Campbell, 
Hughes, and Pollack [ 1 ] showed that 
F,[l/lJ,, U,, Vi: 1 6i<m]“T”~‘P 
=F,,[l/U1,Uj, Vf-U:,-‘V,, U,V,-U,V,:l,<i<m,2<jdm] (0.3) 
and 
FJU,, Uz, V,, V,lur’Fp’ 
=F,,[U,, Vf’-Uf-‘V,, U,V,-U,V,:i=l,2]. (0.4) 
Let A denote a finite additive subgroup of K (such a subgroup can be 
non-trivial only when the characteristic of K is non-zero). This paper 
proves that 
if ma2 and I.4 > 1, then K[U,, V,: 1 <iim]UT(.4’ is 
generated as a K-algebra by polynomials whose degrees 
are less than or equal to nz( IA 1 - 1) (0.5) 
and 
if m33, then K[U,, V, : 1 < idmlUT’“) cannot be 
generated as a K-algebra by polynomials whose degrees 
are strictly less than m( IA 1 - 1 ). (0.6) 
This paper also proves that 
if tn > 3 and IA I > 1, and S(m) is a set of K-algebra gener- 
ators of K[ Ui, V, : 1 <i< m]UT“4), then the monomial 
(U, v,v,... V,,)‘“‘+’ appears in some element of S(m). (0.7) 
Note that statement (0.6) is an immediate consequence of statement (0.7). 
Statement (0.6) implies that if IAl > 1 and m is very large, then every set 
of K-algebra generators of K[ U,, V, : 1 6 i < m]urca’ must contain a gener- 
ator whose degree is very large. This contrasts with the situations described 
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in statements (0.2) and (0.3); this also contrasts with the results of 
E. Noether [ll; 18, pp. 27552761 on the invariants of finite groups over 
fields of characteristic zero. 
It is an open problem to concretely list a finite set of K-algebra gener- 
ators of K[ Uj, Vi : 1 < i < n~]“~‘~) when m > 2 and A is a finite additive 
subgroup of K whose size is strictly greater than 1. I conjecture that if the 
characteristic of K is p and A is an additive subgroup of K of size p, then 
1 f”: 16i, jdm, f 
divides (V, V,... V,)ppl 
I 
. 
This paper establishes the conjecture in the case that p = 2. 
In order to describe and motivate the results in the last section of 
the paper, the following definitions and notations are needed. Let 
{C, : 1 < i 6 m, 1 6 j 6 n j denote a set of commuting indeterminates. Let 
GL(n, K) denote the group of invertible n x n matrices whose entries lie in 
K.Ifg=(g,,)~GL(n,K)andf~K[C~:l~idm,16j~n],ietf~denote 
the image of f under the K-algebra homomorphism which maps C, to 
Ci, g,, + Ci2 g2, + . . . + C, g, for all i, j. If G G GL(n, K), let K[ C,: 1 6 i 6 m, 
1 f j < n]’ denote the set of elements f in K[C,,: 1 < i < m, 1 d j < N] such 
that f g = f for every g E G. Such elements f are called vector invariants (or 
simply invariants) of G and the ring K[ C, : 1 < id m, 1 < j d n]” is called 
the ring of invariants of G acting on m n-component vectors (the vectors 
referred to here are the n-tuples (Ci, Ci2.. C,)). 
It is easy to verify that if G is a subset of GL(n, K) which contains 
infinitely many scalar multiples of the identity matrix, then K[ C, : 1 d i < m, 
1 < j 6 n]” = K. Therefore, if K is infinite, then K[ C, : 1 d id m, 
1 <j<.y-Jl = K. Let SL(n, K) denote the set of matrices in GL(n, K) 
of determinant 1. It is known that 
if K is an infinite field, then K[ C, : 1~ i < m, 
lGj6nl ““, K, is generated as a K-algebra by the n x n 
minors of (cij)l <i<m. I < j<n. (0.8 1 
Proofs of this result, in the case that the characteristic of K is 0, can be 
found in [17, pp. 187-189; 18, pp. 45471. Statement (0.8) was first proved 
in full generality by Igusa [73; several more elementary proofs have later 
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appeared, e.g., in [2, 3, 141. The introduction in [ 141 contains references 
to other proofs of statement (0.8). Dickson [5] discovered finite sets of 
K-algebrageneratorsofKIC,i: 1 ~jdn]GLf’f.K)andK[C,j: 1 <j<<JSL(n.K’ 
in the case that K is a finite field. Simpler proofs of these results are found 
in [6, 13, 191. Krathwohl [8] discovered generators for the invariants of 
GL(2, K) acting on two 2-component vectors in the case that K is a finite 
field. Other results about invariants over finite fields are found in 
[6; 12; 15; 16; 10, pp. 9-101. It is an open problem to concretely list a finite 
set of generators of K[ C,, : 1 < i < MI, 1 ,< j < PZ] GL”‘. K, or K[C, : 1 < i 6 HI, 
1 < j<<,lsLCT'. Kl in the case that K is a finite field, HZ > 2 and n 3 2. This 
paper establishes the following result. 
Let F denote a finite field and let G c GL(n, F). Let I 
denote the n x n identity matrix and suppose that there is 
an element g E GL(n, F) such that rank( g - 1) = 1, 
(g-I)‘=O, and Z+,v(g-Z)EG for every IEF. If m>n, 
then every set of F-algebra generators of F[ C, : 1 d i < nz, 
1 < j d n]” contains a generator whose degree is greater 
than orequalto (HZ-n+2)(/F+ 1). (0.9) 
Note that if G satisfies the conditions of statement (0.9) and m is much 
larger than II, then every set of generators of the invariants of G must 
contain a generator whose degree is much larger than max(n, ICI j. This 
contrasts with situation described in statement (0.8) and with the results of 
Noether [ 11; 18, pp. 27552761. Observe that if n 3 2 and F is a finite field, 
then the groups SL(n, F) and GL(n, F) satisfy the conditions of statement 
(0.9). Therefore the result stated in the abstract is a consequence of state- 
ment (0.9). 
For the rest of this paper, let K denote a field of characteristic p > 0. Let 
A denote a finite additive subgroup of K and let N,.r( V,) = JJot,4 (au, + V,) 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains a proof of state- 
ment (0.5) and of a generalization of Eq. (0.3). Section 2 describes proper- 
ties of monomials which appear in invariants of UT(A). Section 3 contains 
a proof of statement (0.7). Section 4 contains a proof that K[ U,, N,<( Vi), 
U, V, - U, Vi : 1 d i, j d m] contains every element of K[ Ui, V, : 1 ,< 
i < nz] UT(A’ whose degree is strictly less than 2 IA I - IA I /p. It also contains 
a proof of a generalization of Eq. (0.4). Section 5 contains examples of 
invariants of UT(A) and GL(n, F), where F denotes a finite field. Section 6 
contains a proof of statement (0.9). based on results from Sections 2 and 3. 
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1. EXAMPLES OF SETS OF GENERATORS OF THE INVARIANTS OF UT(A) 
PROPOSITION 1. Let B, = B,,,(A) denote the K vector space spanned by 
the monomials UF... U$Vf’..’ Vz such that d, + ei < 1 Al for i = 1, . . . . m. 
Then 
K[U;, Vi: 1 <i<m] UT(A’ is generated as a 
K[ U,, NA( V,): 1 < i< ml-module by BFcA). 
(1.1) 
Therefore K[U;, V,: 1 <i<m] UT(A’ is generated as a K-algebra blj polyno- 
mials whose degrees are less than or equal to max ( 1 A 1, m( / A ( - 1) 1. 
Proof. Let W denote the K vector spanned by the monomials 
q... (Jy7;1 ... Vz such that ei< IAl for i= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Claim. K[U;, Vi : 1 < i< m] is the direct sum of the vector spaces 
WN,( V,)” NA( V2)c2. ..NA( V,)‘“, as (e], . . . . e,) varies over all m-tuples of 
non-negative integers. 
Proof of the Claim. If .f is a non-zero element of K[ U;, V, : 1 < id m], 
define the V-exponent of f to be the lexicographically biggest m-tuple 
(E,, . . . . E,) such that Vf’ ... V? divides some monomial appearing in J 
Note that if f E WN,( V,)e’ ... NA( V,)‘m and (E,, . . . . E,) is its V-exponent, 
then IA I ei d E, < I Al (e, + 1) for every i. Therefore a collection of non-zero 
polynomials which lie in distinct vector spaces of the form 
wNA( v, 1” .. . NA( V,)pm must have distinct V-exponents and hence must 
be linearly independent over K. Therefore the vector spaces 
WN,( V,)e’ .. . NA( V,)‘” are linearly disjoint. 
Define the V-degree of the monomial UF Udm VT’ ... Vz to be 
e, + ... fe,. Let W* denote the sum of the vector sp:ces WN,( V,)” . . 
N,( Vtn)‘“, as (e, , . . . . e,) varies over all m-tuples of non-negative integers. It 
will be shown by induction on the V-degree that every monomial in 
K[U,, Vi:1<i6m] liesin W*. Let g=UT...U$VF...V?. IfEi<IAI 
for i = 1, . . . . m, then g E W. Suppose now that Ej > I A( for some subscript i. 
Write, for j = 1, . . . . m, E, = IAl 6, + cj, where b, and cj are non-negative 
integers and c,<(Al. Let w=UF...U$V;‘...Vz and note that U’E W. 
Note also that 
uyN,( V, )bl . . NA( Vm)bm = g + a linear combination of monomials 
whose V-degrees are strictly less than 
the V-degree of g. 
This equation and the induction hypothesis imply that g lies in W*. Thus 
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W* contains every monomial in K[ U;, Vi : 1 6 i< m], so W* = K[ U,, Vi : 
1 < id m]. This establishes the claim. 
For every CJ E UT(A) and i E { 1, . . . . m}, NA( Vi) is fixed by CJ and W is 
mapped into itself by CJ. This observation and the claim imply that 
K[U,, V,: 1 <i<m] UT(A) is the direct sum of the vector 
spaces WUTfA)NA( V,)” NA( V,,)““, as (er , . . . . en,) varies 
over all rn-tuples of non-negative integers. (1.2) 
Let b,, . . . . b, denote non-negative integers. Let W(b,, . . . . b,) denote the 
K vector space spanned by the monomials U :’ . . . U ‘Irn VT’ . Vz such that 
di + ej = b, and ej < IA 1 for i = 1, . . . . m Note that W il the direct sum of the 
vector spaces W(b,, . . . . b,), as (b,, . . . . 6,) varies over all m-tuples of non- 
negative integers, and 
W”T’A’= @ W(b,, . ..~ b,,)UTfA! (1.3) 
(bl. . h”, I 
If b is an integer, define e(b) = min{b, (Al - 1 ‘,. Observe that, for every 
m-tuple (b,, . . . . 6,) of non-negative integers, 
and 
W(b,, . 
Note that 
b,,) UT(A) _ 
.‘, 
_ U;1-+‘l’. . . m  Ubnz- P’bm’ W(e(b,), . . . . e(b,))“T’“! (1.4) 
Wb i, . . . . b,) = fi U;J-“h,’ 
I=1 > 
We(b, ), . . . . e(b,)) 
W(e(b, 1, . . . . e(b,)) c B, for every m-tuple 
(b , , . . . . b,) of non-negative integers. (1.5) 
Statements (1.2)-(1.5) imply that K[Ui, V, : 1 <i~nr]“~‘“) is contained 
in the K[ Uj, N,( Vi) : 1 d id ml-module generated by BiT’A’. Therefore 
statement (1.1) holds. The last assertion of the proposition is an immediate 
consequence of statement ( 1.1). [ 
Note that B, is a finite-dimensional vector space over K and UT(A) is 
finite. Therefore one can compute a basis for BzT’“’ by a straightforward 
linear algebra computation. Hence, by Proposition 1, one can concretely 
compute a finite set of generators of K[ U,, V, : 1 < i d m] “T(A ‘. 
Proposition 1 can be generalized as follows. Suppose that g = (;t 2), 
where a, 6, dEK and ad#O. For each fEK[U;, V,:l<iim], let f” 
denote the image off under the K-algebra homomorphism which maps U, 
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to aU, and Vi to bZJ, + dV, for every i. Let G denote a finite subgroup of 
((;(;):a,b,dEK,ad#Oj.IffEKIUi, V;:l<idm],letN,(f)denotethe 
product of the elements of ‘{f” : ge G)-. Let B,(G) denote the K vector 
space spanned by the monomials U$ . . U$ VT’ . . V’,” such that di + ei 6 
deg NJ U, ) + deg NJ V, ) - 2 for every i, and let B,,(G)’ denote the set of 
elements of B,(G) which are invariants of G. Then 
the set of invariants of G in K[ Ui, Vi : 1 did nz] is 
generated as a K[N,( Ui), NJ Vi) : 1 < i 6 ml-module by 
UG)G. (1.6) 
This result can be established by an argument similar to the one used to 
prove Proposition 1; since the result will not be used in the rest of the 
paper, the details of the proof are omitted. 
The following proposition describes more explicitly a set of generators of 
K[U,, V,: 1 <i<m]UT’AJ in the case that IAl =2. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that the characteristic of K is 2 and let (T denote 
a non-identity element of UT(K). Then 
K[U;, Vi: 1 6i<m]:“i 
=K[h+h”, ViV~:hdividesV,Vz~..V,,16idm]. (2.1) 
ProoJ If SC {1,2 ,..., m>, define US=JJ,,, U, and Vs=ni,, V,. 
Note that there is a non-zero element .Y in K such that 
vy= vi+.uui for every i. (2.2) 
Therefore, for every subset S of ( 1, . ..? m ), 
.u’s’u,= n (vg+ Vi) 
iCS 
= c v”,.vsp,.. (2.3) 
S’ E s 
Let B, denote the K vector space spanned by { U, V, : S and T are disjoint 
subsets of { 1, . . . . m} 1.. Equation (2.3) implies that 
B, is spanned by { V; V, : S and T are 
disjoint subsets of { 1, . . . . m) ). (2.4) 
Let B* = ( V: V7 : S and T are disjoint subsets of { 1, . . . . m) }. Equation 
(2.2) implies that the linear forms V,, . . . . V,, V;, . . . . VK are algebraically 
independent over K; therefore B* is a linearly independent set over K. The 
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hypotheses that GE UT(K) and the characteristic of K is two imply that ~7~ 
is the identity map. Therefore 
( v; v,)u = v, v; for all subsets S, T of [ 1, . . . . ??I}. (2.5) 
Let f E Biyi. Statement (2.4) implies that f can be expressed as a linear 
combination of elements of B*. Recall that B* is a linearly independent set; 
therefore Eq. (2.5) and the fact that ,f”=f imply that the coefficient of 
V: V, in ,f is the same as that of V, V> in f for every element Vi Vre B*. 
Therefore f is a scalar plus a linear combination of the polynomials 
VI; V,+ V, VT., where Vi k’, varies over the elements of B*. This proves that 
B;+K[V;V,+ V,V”,: Sand Tare disjoint subsets of [ 1, . . . . nz}]. 
(2.6) 
Suppose that S and T are disjoint subsets of [ 1, . . . . ?H ). Observe that 
v”, v,+ v, v;= ( v, + V”s)( v,-+ v;) - ( v, v,+ v; v;, 
= ( v,, + vl(-tc v, + v”,, - ( V,” r+ v;, T). 
This equation and statement (2.6) imply that 
B;:’ cK[V,+V;:SG(l)..., 02;1. (2.7) 
Since (T’ is the identity map, [identity, CJ> is a subgroup of UT(K). Note 
also that Uj E BAY: for every Z’IZ { 1, . . . . m}. Therefore Proposition 1 implies 
that K[U,, V,: 1 <~<wz]:“~ is generated as a K-algebra by {V, V; : 
1 < i d m ). v Bi7f :. This observation and relation (2.7) establish 
Eq. (2.1). [ 
PROPOSITION 3. If f E K[ U,, Vi : 1 6 i d m] w.’ ), then 
U~“~“(I”‘~‘!f~KIUIVi-U,V,, U,,N,(Vj): l<ii~m,2<j,<m]. 
Proof: Let R=K[U,V,-U,V,, U,: 16i<m,26j<m]. Note that, if 
e,, . . . . e, are non-negative integers, then 
vi ..’ +<‘, v;‘v;‘... vz= V;’ fi (U, Vi- U;V, +U,V,)‘c~R[V,]. (3.1) 
r=2 
The claim from the proof of Proposition 1 implies that 
KCUl, v,1=~C~,.~,(V,)l+KCU,,N,(V,)]V, 
+ “. +K[u,,, NJV,)] vl”‘- ‘. 
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Therefore 
R[v,]GR[N,(V,)]+R[N,(V,)] v, + “. +R[N/Jv,)] vy. (3.2) 
Let W denote the K vector space spanned by the monomials 
Uf’...U$V;l...V~ such that e,<lAl for every i and let ,f denote an 
element of U’,“- ‘)(lalP ‘) W”‘(“. Relations (3.1) and (3.2) imply that 
there exist elements rO, Y,, . . . . rJA, ~, in R[N,( VI)] such 
IAl - 1 that f=ro+r, V, +r2Vf+ ... +r,.+, V, . (3.31 
Let Y denote an indeterminate and let G denote the K-algebra 
automorphism of K[ Y, U;, Vi : 1 < i<m] such that Y” = Y, Up = U,, and 
VP = YU, + V, for every i. Since f is an invariant of UT( A ), f” -,f 
becomes zero when Y is replaced by any element of A. Therefore 
f”-fis divisible by n Y-a. 
0tA 
(3.4) 
A similar argument implies that 
f-r is divisible by n Y-u for every rER[NA(Vr)]. 
<I E A 
Note that 
(3.5 1 
Osf"-f 
( 
mod n Y-a , by (3.4) 
UEA 1 
IAl- 1 
s 1 r,((V;)‘- Vi) 
( 
mod n Y-a , by (3.3) and (3.5). 
r=l UEA > 
This congruence and the fact that the Y-degree of xl!; ’ ri(( Vy)‘- Vi) is 
strictly less than IAl imply that z/:“‘; ’ r,(( Vy)‘- V{) = 0. This equation 
and the fact that VT is transcendental over K( Ui, Vi: 1 d id m) (because Y 
is an indeterminate) imply that ri = 0 for every i > 0. This observation and 
Eq. (3.3) imply that f =r,ER[N,4(V,)]. This proves (since f is an 
arbitrary element of U jm-I,l~A+l,f,f,‘UT(A)) that u~“~I”IA+~)wUT(A)~ 
R[N,( If,)]. This containment and statement (1.2) imply that 
U\mp”cIAl-l’KIUi, V,: 1 <i<m]UT’A)~R[NA(Vi): 1 <i<m]. 
This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY. 
K[U,, Vi, 1/U, : 1 <i<m]UT’A’ 
=K[U,V,-U,V,, U,, NA(V,), 1/U, : 1 di<m,2<jdm]. 
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Proof: The polynomials U, V, - Ui V, , U,, and N,4( V,) are invariants of 
UT(A), so 
K[U,V,-iJ,V,,U,,N,4(V,),1/U,:16i6m,2<j<m] 
is a subset of K[ Ui, Vi, l/U, : 1 < id tn]“““‘. (3.6) 
Suppose that f‘~ K[U,, V,, l/U, : 1 d i<m]UT’~4’; then there is an integer 
d> 0 such that Uff E K[ Ui, V, : 1 < i < tn] “*‘A ‘. This observation and 
Proposition 3 imply that 
,~EK[U,V,-U,V,,Ui,N,(V,),1/U,:1didm,2djdml. (3.7) 
Define A(X) = nueA (X+a) and note that 
NA( V,) = lJfcg hh( V,/U,) for every i. (3.8) 
The theory of p-polynomials [13, pp. 564-5653 implies that there are 
elements cO, c,, . . . . c, in K such that C, # 0 and h(X) = XT=0 c/X”‘. This 
observation and Eq. (3.8) imply that 
N,4(V,)= 1 qV;‘U~+ for every i. (3.9) 
j=O 
Observe that, for every i E .( 1, . . . . nz ), 
UrN.J V,) = i cj( U, V,)‘+ (U, U,)P”pp’, by (3.9) 
i=O 
= i ci(u,v,-u,v,)p’(u~u,)~~~~’ 
,=O 
+ i cj(u,v,)~‘(u*u,)p’~~’ 
/=O 
= c c,(U, vi- U;V,)P’(U,U;)P’-p’ 
,=o 
+ Upy4( v, L by (3.9) 
EK[UI V,-UiV,, U,, ut*N,(V,)l. 
This observation and statement (3.7) imply that f~ K[ U1 V, - U, V,, Ui, 
NA(V,), l/U, : 1 <i<m, 2<jGm] for every. f~ K[U,, V,, l/U, : 
1 <j<m]“T’.4’. This observation and statement (3.6) establish the 
corollary. 1 
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This corollary implies that 
the field of fractions of K[ Ui, V, : 1 d i < r?r] “T’A) 
equalsK(U,,U,V,-U,V,,N,~(I/,):16i~m,26jdm). (3.10) 
Note that every element of K[ Uj, Vi : 1 <i< m] is algebraic over the 
field of fractions of K[ U,, V, : 1 6 id m] UT’(A) because UT(A ) is a finite , 
group. Therefore the transcendence degree of the field of fractions of 
K[ Ui, V, : 1 ,< i < m] UT(A’ over K equals the transcendence degree of 
K( U,, Vi : 1 6 i < m) over K, which equals 2m. This observation and state- 
ment (3.10) imply that 
the set { Ui, U, V, - U, V,, NA( V,) : 1 < i 6 m, 2 <j < m} 
is algebraically independent over K. (3.11) 
Statements (3.10) and (3.11) imply that the field of fractions of 
K[Ui, Vi: 1 bi6m]UT’A’ is a purely transcendental extension of K. 
2. PROPERTIES OF MONOMIALS 
WHICH APPEAR IN INVARIANTS OF UT(A) 
The results of this section imply that if B, is defined as in Proposition 1, 
then every non-constant monomial which appears in an element of BFtA’ 
must be divisible by U, or U2 or . . or U,. Note, however, that a non- 
constant monomial which appears in an invariant of UT(A) need not be 
divisible by U, or Uz or ... or U,; for example, the monomial VI”’ 
appears in FL t .4 (V, + au,), which is an invariant of UT(A). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let ny=, U$ Vy denote a monomial which appears in 
an invariant of UT(A). If T is a subset of { 1, . . . . m} such that d, = 0 for every 
tETand1 rETe,< IAI, then d, + ... +d,>C,,.e,. 
Proof, First some notation and preliminary observations are intro- 
duced. Let f denote an invariant of UT(A) in which ny=, Uf’ V: appears. 
Let Y denote an indeterminate and let f * denote the image off under the 
K-algebra homomorphism which maps U, to U, and Vi to YU, + Vi for 
every i. Write 
deg I 
f * =C 1 c(w, i) w Y’, 
~1 i=O 
where the outer sum ranges over all monomials vv in K[ U,, Vi : 1 d i < m] 
whose degrees do not exceed deg f and c(M’, i) E K for all IV, i. Observe 
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that if Y is replaced by zero, then f* is replaced by f: Therefore 
f= c,v C(M’, 0)u: so 
deg f 
f* -f=C 1 c(w, i) \I‘ Y’. (4.1 1 
II i=l 
The next goal is to express the coefficients c(M’, i), which appear in 
Eq. (4.1), in terms of the coefficients of f: Suppose that h is a map from 
{ 1, . ..) IH j to the integers such that 0 d II(~) 6 d, + e, for every i. Define 
If j>O, let M*(h, j) denote the set of maps g from { 1, . . . . nz} to the 
integers such that d,+e,>g(i)ah(i) for every i, and g(1) +g(2)+ . . . + 
g(nz)=iz(l)+h(2)+ ‘.. + Iz(nf) + ,j. The definition off* implies that 
c(mon(h), j) = (the coefficient of man(g) in f) 
(4.2 1 
for every integer j 3 0; here ( $jI) denotes the binomial coefficient. 
Let T denote a subset of { 1, . . . . m). such that d, = 0 for every t E T and 
x IE7e, < IAl. Let M(h, j) denote the set of maps g from { 1, . . . . m} to the 
integers such that g(i) = h(i) for every i E { 1, . . . . t?z > - T, 0 < g(t) < e, for 
every tET, and CrETg(t)=j. The proposition will be derived from the 
following claim. 
Claim. If j>C,.:,,...,,,:~.(d,+e,-h(i)), then 
c the coefficient of mon( g) in f = 0. 
ge &h. /I 
Proof of the Claim. Let z4(h)=x,E!,,..,,ip T(d,+e, - h(i)) and suppose 
that j> u(h); the claim will be established by induction on u(h). Observe 
that neither u(h) nor M(h, j) depends on the restriction of h to T. Therefore 
we may assume without loss of generality that h(t) = 0 for every t E T. 
Using this assumption, it will be shown that 
c(mon(h 1, i) = c the coefficient of man(g) in f: (4.3) 
,RE M1h.i) 
Assume at first and u(h) = 0. This assumption and the fact that h(i) d d, + e, 
for every i imply that h(i) = d, + e, for every iE ( 1, . . . . m 1 - T. This obser- 
vation and the assumption that h(t) = 0 for every TV T imply that 
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M*(h, j) = M(h, j) and ny=, (z/j;) = 1 for every gE M*(h, j). Therefore 
Eq. (4.3) follows immediately from Eq. (4.2). 
Suppose now that u(h)>O. Note that M(h, j) c M*(h, j), because 
h(t) = 0 for every t E T. Equation (4.2) and the assumption that h(t) = 0 for 
every t E T imply that 
c(mon(hL A = 1 the coefficient of man(g) in f 
geM(h.J) 
+ a linear combination of expressions of the form 
1 the coefficient of man(g) in f, where 
gt M(z. k) 
d, + ei 3 z(i) 2 h(i) for every i, z(t) = 0 for 
every t E T, 5 z(i) > f h(i), and 
i= 1 i= 1 
k+ f z(i)=j+ f h(i). 
i=l i= I 
(4.4) 
Suppose that z and k satisfy the conditions of statement (4.4). Note that 
u(z) < u(h), because C, z(i) >Ci h(i) and z(t)=h(t) =0 for every tE T. 
Note also that 
u(z) = u(h) + f (h(i) - z(i)), 
I= 1 
because z(t) = h(t) = 0 for every t E T 
< k because u(h)<jand k+ f z(i)=j+ ‘f h(i). 
i= 1 i=l 
Thus ~(z)<u(h) and u(z) < k; therefore the induction hypothesis for the 
claim implies that 
c the coefficient of mon( g) in f = 0. 
gs Ml;. k) 
This equation and statement (4.4) establish Eq. (4.3). Thus Eq. (4.3) holds 
in all cases. 
Let E=X,,.(d,+e,)=C ,t r e,. The definition of M(h, J) implies that 
M(h, J) is empty when J> E. (4.5) 
If u(h) 2 E, then j> E (by the hypothesis that j > u(h)), so statement (4.5) 
implies that M(h, j) is empty. Therefore the claim is true when u(h) > E. 
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Suppose now that u(h) < E. Equation (4.3) holds for every integer j > u(h), 
so it holds for every integer j 3 E (because E > u(h)). Therefore Eq. (4.3) 
(with j replaced by J) and statement (4.5) imply that 
c(mon(h), J) = 0 when J> E. (4.6) 
Recall the definition of f *. Since f is an invariant of UT(A), f* -f 
becomes zero when Y is replaced by any element of A. Therefore ,f* -.f is 
divisible by n,, ,4 Y - a. This observation and Eq. (4.1) imply that 
c c(mon( lz), i) Y’ is divisible by n Y - a. (4.7) 
Note that 
deg c c(mon(h), i)Y’ 
c ) 
d E, by (4.6) 
i> I / 
< IAl, by the definitions of E and T. 
This inequality and statement (4.7) imply that c(mon(h), i) = 0 for every 
i 3 1. In particular, c(mon(h), j) = 0. This observation and Eq. (4.3) 
establish the claim. 
Suppose now that h(i) = ei for every in ( 1, . . . . m} - T and h(t) = 0 for 
every TV T. As in the proof of the claim, let E=C,GT(d,+e,)=x,s.e,. 
Note that M(h, E) contains only one element, and 
c the coefficient of man(g) in f 
ge h&. El 
= the coefficient of fi Uf VI’ in f 
,=I 
z 0, by the definition off: 
This observation and the claim imply that 
Note also that 
E6 c (d;+e,-h(i)). ,t[l....,m7-T 
c (dj + e, - h(i)) it {I. . m) ~ T 
c dr by the definition of h 
it(l....,m)-T 
=d, + ... +d, by the definition of T. 
Therefore E < d, + + d,,, ; this establishes the proposition. 1 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let nF=l U:Vp denote a monomial which appears in 
an invariant of UT(A) and let b denote an integer such that pb 6 \A(. If 
e,<pb for every i, then d, + ... +d,,,>min{lAI -p’-‘, e, + ... +e,,,}. 
Proof: Suppose that ei < pb for every i, and let f denote an invariant of 
UT(A) in which n, Uf V: appears. Let ti denote the K-algebra 
homomorphism from K[U,, V,: 1 di6m] to K[Ui, Vi: 1 didm+pm] 
such that 
*(“,)=ui+ Uj+,+ Ui+zm+ “. + Ui+Dm 
and 
$(V,)= vi+ vf+m+ vi+zm+ ‘.’ + V,+pm 
for every iE { 1, . . . . m}. Note that, for every iE { 1, . . . . PZ) and CJ E UT(A), 
rl/( U,), = $( Up) and $I( Vi), = II/( VP). Therefore $(h)” = $(Iz”) for every 
hEK[U,, V,: 1 <i<m] and oeUT(A); hence 
II/ maps invariants of UT(A) to invariants of UT(A). (5.1) 
Claim. There exist integers c,, r, c,, 2, . . . . c, +pm such that 0 < 
cz6P b~1 for every i, c,+~+c,+~+ ... +c,+pm=e,+ ... +e,, and 
crK 1 wwK+~,“, V;) appears in $(f). 
Proof of the Claim, For every in { 1, . . . . m), one can write 
e,=a,p’-‘+r,, where a,E (0, 1, . . . . p - 1 } (because ei <pb) and 
0 6 ri < php ‘. Observe that 
$( vi)- = $( yy+ I)( Viy’, because ei = ai ph ~ ’ + rr 
= (vp + vf,+-; + ‘.’ + VP”,,p (V, + + VLfpmy, 
because the characteristic of K is p, 
This equation and the multinomial theorem (together with the fact that 
ri <pb- ‘) imply that the coefficient of (l-IT= 1 V<-!k) V:+,,, in $( If,)‘, is 
a,!. Therefore (since a, < p) the monomial (JJ;l- r Vftmrk) V:+,, appears in 
$( V,)‘,. Therefore, setting ~~~ = (flT= r V$‘~~l~) VJ;-pm, the monomial 
ny= r U$wi appears in Il/(nF= 1 U: VF). Note also that if h is a monomial 
in K[ Ui, V, : 1 d i < m] which is different than JJ, U: V:, then nT= I U$w, 
does not appear in $(h). These observations and the hypothesis that 
ni U:Vy appears in f imply that n, U:w, appears in $(f). This 
establishes the claim, because one can write nr= 1 )t’i = n~~~~, Vf’, where 
the exponents c, have the desired properties. 
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Suppose that c,,,,,, c,+?, . . . . c,,,+~,,, have the properties stated in the 
claim. The claim and statement (5.1) imply that 
appears in an invariant of UT(A). (5.2) 
Let T denote a maximal subset of .(WZ + 1, nz + 2, . . . . IPZ +pm) such that 
Iz ,E T c, < IAl. Proposition 4 and statement (5.2) imply that 
d,+ ... +d,,3 c c,. (5.3) 
1tT 
Suppose at first that CrETc,<c,,,+, +c,+?+ ... +cm+pm. Then there is 
a subscript j such that c, > 0 and j does not lie in T. Observe that 
c c,3 IAl -c,. by the maximality of T 
IET 
3IAl-p*-‘, because ci d p*- ’ for every i. 
Suppose now that ~,rEc,=cm+,+c,~I+l+ ... +c,,,+~,,~. Then CIErc,= 
e,+ ... +e,,, because c,+,+ ... +~,,~+~~,=e,+ ... fern. Thus, in all 
cases, Et t T c,>min{IAI -ph-‘, e, + ... + e,). This inequality and rela- 
tion (5.3) imply that n,+ ... +d,3min{IAI -p*-‘, e, + ... +e,}. 1 
Remarks. Let f and $ be defined as in the proof of Proposition 5 (it is 
not necessary to assume that e; < pb for every i). Note that nri 1 U: Vf;. ,,I 
appears in $(f) and $(f) is an invariant of UT(A ) (by (5.1)). These obser- 
vations imply (by applying Proposition 4 to ny= , U: VTi,,, rather than to 
n:=, Up Vf’) that Proposition 4 still holds when one omits the condition 
that d, = 0 for every t E T. 
It will be shown in Remark 3 after Proposition 12 that the lower bound 
for d, + ... + d,, given in Proposition 5 is attained in infinitely many cases. 
3. MONOMIALS WHICH MUST APPEAR IN 
SOME GENERATOR OF THE INVARIANT-S OF UT(A) 
DEFINITION. If K’= Up .. U$ VE’ . . . VI;, define the U-degree of w, 
denoted by U-degree w, to be d, + + d,,,, and define its V-degree to be 
e, + ... +e,. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that IAl > 1. Let ScK[U,, Vi: 1 ~i<nz]~~‘~) 
and let K[S] denote the K-algebra which is generated by S. If the monomial 
VP’ appears in an element cf K[S], then it appears in an element qf S. !f 
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the monomial (UIVzV,.~.V,)‘“I~‘, where k > 3, appears in an element of 
K[S], then it appears in an element of S. 
Proof: Suppose that VI”’ appears in an element of K[S]. Then one can 
write 
VlAlE)$’ )V . . . W,, where each I.$‘~ is a non-constant 
m&omiil ihich appears in an element of S. (6.1) 
Let F, denote the subfield of K of size p. Since A is an additive subgroup 
of K, it is a vector space over F,,. Therefore IAl is a power of p. Proposi- 
tion 5, with ph = IAI, implies that every non-constant monomial which 
appears in an invariant of UT(A) and whose degree is strictly less than (A( 
must be divisible by U, or Uz or . or U,. This observation and Eq. (6.1) 
imply that deg wi > 1 Al for every i; hence t = 1. Therefore VI”’ = u’, , so it 
appears in an element of S. 
Suppose now that the monomial (Ur V, VA.. . Vk)lAI ~ ‘, where k B 3, 
appears in an element of K[S]. Then one can write 
(U, v, v, . . . Vk)IA’ - ’ = w1 w2.. . Mlr, where each MI, is a non-constant 
monomial which appears in an element of S. (6.2) 
Equation (6.2) implies that there is a subscript Z such that 
(U-degree u’,)/deg uaI < 
U-degree( U, V2 . Vk)lAJ ~ ’ 
deg(U, V,... Vk)lAI-’ 
= l/k 
1 
d 7, because k 3 3. 
Therefore 
U-degree ulI < (deg w1)/3 = (U-degree M:~ + V-degree ~‘~)/3, 
Therefore U-degree W, 6 (V-degree w,)/2. This inequality and the fact that 
U-degree ulI + V-degree wI = deg w, > 0 imply that U-degree W, < V-degree 
wI. Therefore Proposition 5, with pb = [AI, implies that 
U-degree W, 3 I A I - I A I /p. (6.3) 
Equation (6.2) implies that one can write MI,= U; V;?. . VT, where 
O,<CC IAl and O,<e,< /A( for every i. Define 
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Let ej = max{ez, . . . . ek} and observe that 
‘(k-l) 
These inequalities and Proposition 4 (with nyi , lJ: Vf’ = \I’, and T= 
imply that 
.ij I) 
(6.4) 
= IAl - 1 -(degz- U-degree z)/(k- 1). 
U-degree W, 2 e, 3 I.4 1 - 1 - (deg I - U-degree ;)/(I? - 1). 
Note that 
I A / - 1 = U-degree M’( + U-degree z, by the definition of z 
B IAl - 1 -(degz)/(k- 1)+&U-degreez)/(k- l), by (6.4). 
Therefore 
k( U-degree 2) d deg z. (6.5) 
Statements (6.2) and (6.3) imply that, when i # Z, U-degree bvi< 1,4(/p. 
This observation and Proposition 5 (with ph = IAl) imply that U-degree 
~$9~ 3 V-degree M’~ when i # I; hence 
2( U-degree w,) > U-degree uli + V-degree W, 
= deg MS, when i # I. 
Note also that 2 = ni,, \ci (by (6.2) and the definition of z); therefore 
2( U-degree z) B deg z. (6.6) 
Note that 
(deg 2)/3 3 (deg :)/k, because k > 3 
3 (deg z)/2, by (6.5) and (6.6). 
Hence deg z = 0. Note that (U, Vr V, . . Vk)lAi - ’ = wI, because deg z = 0. 
Therefore the monomial (U, V, V, .. . Vk)i.41-’ appears in an element 
of s. 1 
PROPOSITION 7. ZflAl> 1 then CrreA alAl-‘=~l,E,q~lO1 a. 
Proof 1. Assume that (A ( > 1. Define s(j) = C,, A a’ for every integer 
j > 0. Let J denote the smallest integer such that J > 0 and s(J) # 0; it will 
be shown that J= IAl - I. 
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Let X denote an indeterminate and define h(X) = n, t ,4 ( 1 + ax). Taking 
the formal logarithmic derivative of II(X) yields 
Iz’(X)/h(X) = ,y a/( 1 + UX) 
USA 
= 2 s(j+ 1)(--X)'. 
iZ0 
Let fW)=L, (X+ a) and observe that 
w7 = n x(x-’ + a) = X’“‘,f( l/X). 
u E A 
If h E A, then 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
f’(-b)= n (-b+a)= n 
UEA--jb) atA- " 
the last equality is due to the fact that the map a H -b + a is a one-to-one 
correspondence from A - {b) to A - (0). Thus f’( -b)-&G,_ Loi a=0 
for every bE A; on the other hand, the X-degree of f’(X)-nflEAP lo) a is 
strictly less than IA 1, so 
Therefore 
f’(X) = n a=f’(O). (7.3) 
us.4- 10; 
f(X) =f’(O)X+ an element of K[XP]. 
This equation and the fact that deg f = IAl > 1 imply that 
deg f and IA I are divisible by p (7.4) 
and 
x’“‘f(l/X)=f’(O)X’A’~’ + an element of K[Xp]. (7.5) 
Note that 
h’(X)= (IAl - l)f’(0)X’A’~-l, by (7.2) and (7.5) and 
the fact that the characteristic of K is p 
= -f’(O)xl”+‘, by (7.4). 
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This equation and Eq. (7.1) imply that 
-,f’(o)x’A’-‘=h(x) 1 s(j+ 1)(-X)’ 
120 
= /z(O) s(J)( - .y ’ + a power series which 
is divisible by X.‘. 
By comparing the lowest powers of X on each side of this equation and 
using the fact that /z(O) = 1, one concludes that 
IAI-2=&l and ,f’( 0) = ( - 1)’ S(J). 
The map UH --a is a permutation of A - (O),, so 
rI u= n (-a)=(-I)‘+’ n CI. 
ut 4 10; ut.4 10; ‘lt 4~ 10: 
This equation and statement (7.6) imply that 
(7.6) 
1 =(-l)l,“l~‘= (-l).‘=,f”(o)/s(J)=f’(O)/S(IA~- 1). 
Hence j”(O) =s( IAl - 1); this equation and Eq. (7.3) imply that 
n,, 4 ~ (0: a = s( IA I - 1). This establishes the proposition. 1 
Remark. Another way to establish statements (7.3) and (7.4) is to use 
the theory of p-polynomials, due to 0. Ore [ 13, pp. 564-5651. 
Proqf 2. Let F,, denote the subfield of K of size p. Assume that IAl > 1 
and let N denote the size of a minimal set of generators of A as an additive 
group. Let X, , . . . . X,V denote commuting indeterminates and let A * denote 
the F,, vector space spanned by (X,, . . . . X,y ).. It will be shown that 
c (p’l 1 = rI a. (7.7) 
t, E .A * ut.4*- 10; 
Note that both A and A* are N-dimensional vector spaces over F,. 
Consider an F,-algebra homomorphism from Fp[X,, . . . . X,] to K which 
maps {X,, . . . . X,} to a set of generators of A; by applying such a 
homomorphism to both sides of Eq. (7.7) one obtains the equation stated 
in the proposition. Therefore. to finish the proof, it suffices to establish 
Eq. (7.7). 
Let L denote the left side of Eq. (7.7) and let B denote the set of linear 
forms in F,,[X2, . . . . X,]. Observe that when X, is replaced by 0, L is 
replaced by p C,, B alA*’ ~ ‘, which equals 0 because the characteristic of F,, 
is p. Hence 
L is divisible by X,. (7.8) 
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Observe that if X, is replaced by CA’,, where CE F, - {0}, then L is 
unchanged. Therefore, if XT’ . Xy is any monomial which appears in L, 
then 6” = 1 for every c E F, - {O}; hence e, must be divisible by p - 1. This 
observation and statement (7.8) imply that 
L is divisible by Xf;- ‘. (7.9) 
Note that L is fixed by every automorphism of F,[X,, . . . . X,] which 
maps {Xi, . . . . X,} to a set of linear forms, because such an automorphism 
permutes the elements of A *. This observation and statement (7.9) imply 
that L is divisible by ape1 for every non-zero SEA*. Note also that the 
least common multiple of the elements of (a”-’ : aeA* - (0)) is 
I-I oeA*-iO1 a; hence L is divisible by nucA*-i,,l a. This observation and 
the fact that degLdIA*I-l=degn,...~,,, aimply that 
there exists an element c E F, such that L = c n a. (7.10) 
asA’- 
Let F denote a finite field of size pN (it is shown in [4, Chap. 2, 
pp. 14191 that such a field exists). It is known [4, Chap. 1, p. 111 that 
$FI ~ 1 = 1 for every s E F- (0). (7.11) 
Let h denote a ring homomorphism from FJX,, . . . . A’,] to F that maps 
{Xl, . . . . X,) to a basis for F over Fp. Note that the restriction of h to A* 
is a one-to-one correspondence between A* and F. Therefore 
h(L)= c x’F’-l (7.12) 
YEF 
and 
(7.13) 
By pairing the elements of F- (0, -1, 1 } with their multiplicative inverses, 
one obtains the well-known identity 
.y.,n{o) .xT= --l. (7.14) 
Note that 
by (7.11) and (7.12) 
by (7.13) and (7.14). 
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This equation implies that the scalar c appearing in Eq. (7.10) equals 1. 
Therefore Eq. (7.7) holds. 1 
Remarks. A shorter (but less self-contained) proof of statement (7.10) 
can be given by using Dickson’s theorem [S, 6, 13, 191 on the invariants of 
GUN, F,). 
Let (al, . . . . a NI denote a minimal set of generators of A as an additive 
group. Ore [ 13, Theorem 9, p. 5651 showed that 
,,,;:,; a=(-l+q~, ;-, 1;; j$‘. 
This equation can also be derived easily from a result of E. H. Moore [9]. 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume that IAl > 1. Let S(m) denote a set of K-algebra 
generators of K[ Ui, Vi : 1 <i 6 m] UT’A’. If m 3 1, then the monomial V ‘I”’ 
appears in some element of S(m), and if m 2 3, then the monomial 
(U1vzV,-~~V,)‘A’-’ appears in some eIement of S(m). 
Proof: Note that the monomial VP’ appears in nrrEA (V, + aU,), 
which is an invariant of UT(A). This observation and Proposition 6 imply 
that Vr’ appears in an element of S(m). 
Suppose now that m 3 3 and define 
h= x (V,+aU,)‘“‘~‘(Vz+aU,)iAi~‘~~~(V,,+aU,)’A~~’. 
I, E A 
Note that the coefficient of (U, V, V, ... If,)‘“’ ~ ’ in h is CC,, A alAl-‘, 
which is non-zero by Proposition 7. Thus the monomial 
(UIV,Vj... If,)‘“‘-’ appears in h, which is an invariant of UT(A). This 
observation and Proposition 6 imply that (U, V2 V, ... V,)‘“’ - ’ appears in 
an element of S(W). 1 
4. GENERATORS OF THE INVARIANTS OF 
UT(A) IN THE CASE THAT m=2 
PROPOSITION 9. Let R = K[ U,, U, V, - U, Vi.: 1 < i, j d m] and let R* 
denote the R-module which is generated by { V ;’ V Tz V 2 : e, + . . + e, < 
\A\). Then (R*)UT’A’= R. 
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Proof: The polynomials U, and Ui I/, - Uj V, are invariants of UT(A ), 
SO 
every element of R is an invariant of UT(A). (9.1) 
Let Y denote an indeterminate and let c denote the K-algebra 
automorphism of K[ Y, U,, V, : I < i 6 m] such that Y” = Y, U: = Ui, and 
Vy = YU, + Vi for every i. Every element of R is fixed by o; therefore 
for every f E R*, there exist polynomials ,fO, f,, . . . . fi.41 l 
in K[U;, Vi: 1 <i<nz] such that f”=.f”+f, Y+ ... + 
4.4, ~, Y’+ l. (9.2) 
Suppose that f E (R ) * UT’A’. If Y is replaced by an element of A, then f u - f 
becomes 0, because f is an invariant of UT( A ). Therefore f 0 - .f is divisible 
bY rITotA Y-a. This observation and statement (9.2) imply that f n =f: 
Therefore f is a invariant of UT(K*) for every field K* containing K. This 
observation, with K* = K( Y), and statement (0.1) (with K replaced by 
K(Y)) imply that f E K( Y)[ Ui, Ui V, - U, Vi : 1 6 i, j 6 m]. Therefore there 
is a manic polynomial d( Y) E K[ Y] and elements rO, Y,, . . . . Y, in R such that 
d( Y)f = r() + Y1 Y + I.. + r, Y’. 
By comparing the coefficients of the highest power of Y on each side of this 
equation, and recalling that d( Y) is manic, one obtains f  = rdegdc y, E R. 
This proves that (R*)UT’.4) s R. This containment and statement (9.1) 
establish the proposition. 1 
Recall that N.,( Vi) denotes the polynomial n,, ,4 (V, + au,). 
PROPOSITION 10. The algebra K[ U,, N.4( V,), U, V, - U; V, : 1 d i, j d rrz] 
contains ever)’ element of K[ U,, Vi : 1 < i 6 mlurrA’ whose degree is strictly 
less than 2 IAl - jAl/p. 
Proof. Let B denote the set of polynomials in K[ U,, V, : 1 <i< m] 
whose degrees are strictly less than 2 IAl - IAl /p and let W denote the K 
vector spanned by the monomials U 7 . . U 2 V‘i’ . . Vz such that ei < IA 1 
for every i. For i = 1, 2, . . . . m, let W, denote the set of polynomials in B 
which are divisible by NA( V,). 
Claim. B is the direct sum of the vector spaces Wn B, W,, W,, . . . . W,,,. 
This claim is analogous to the one in the proof of Proposition 1 and can 
be proved in a similar manner; the details are omitted. 
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Every automorphism in UT(A) maps Wn B into itself and Wi into itself 
for i = 1, . . . . nz. This observation and the claim imply that 
BUTcaJ is the direct sum of (Wn B)UT’.4’, WyT’.“‘, WyT’.4), . . . . WET’“‘. 
(10.1) 
Observe also that W, c ( Wn B) NA( V,) for every i; hence 
W~Tca) c ( Wn B)“T’.‘l’ NA( V,) for every i. (10.2) 
Let w  denote a monomial which appears in an element of ( Wn B)“““‘. 
Proposition 5, with p” = IAl, implies that U-degree ~‘2 mini IA] - [Al/p, 
deg w  - U-degree w  1, so U-degree MI 3 min ( IA I - IA I /p, (deg ~)/2 ). This 
observation and the fact that deg M’ < 2 IA I - IA I/p (because MI appears in 
an element of B) imply that 
deg IV- U-degree ir<max{IA/ - 1, [(deg ~)/2]) = IAl - 1. 
This inequality holds for every monomial w  which appears in an element 
of ( Wn B)“T’,4’; therefore ( Wn B) “T(.4’ is a subset of the K[U,, . . . . U,]- 
module which is generated by the monomials VT’ . .. Vz such that 
e, + . . + e, < IAl. Therefore Proposition 9 implies that ( Wn E)UT’A’ L 
K[ U,, U, V, - U, V, : 1 < i, j< m]. This observation and statements (10.1) 
and (10.2) imply that BuTlab CK[U;, N,4(V,), u,6’j-u,vj: 16i,j6m]. 1 
It will be shown in Remark 4 after Proposition 12 that the degree 
hypothesis in Proposition 10 cannot be weakened. 
PROPOSITION 11. K[U,,U:, V,,V,lUT”“=KIU,,Uz,N,(V,), N.4(VZ), 
u, v,-U,V,]. 
ProojI If A = IO>, then N,4(V,) = v, for every i and 
K[ UI, Uz V,, V,]UT’A’ = K[ U,, U,, V, 3 V2], so the proposition holds. 
Suppose now that A contains a non-zero element s and let A’ denote the 
additive group generated by X; note that IA’/ =p. Let Bi denote the K 
vector space spanned by the monomials U;iU‘$ I’;” V;: such that ti, + e, < 
/A’1 = p and d2 + e, < /A’1 = p. Observe that the degrees of the elements of 
B; are strictly less than 2 1 A’/ - I A’1 /p, so by Proposition 10, ( Bi)UT’A” c 
K[ Ui, NA.( V,), U, VZ - U, V, : i = 1, 21. This containment and Proposi- 
tion 1 imply that 
K[U,, Uz, V,, VZ]UT’.4’) ~K[Ui,N,,(Vi),U,V,-UzV, :i=1,2]. (11.1) 
Observe that U,, UZ, NA( V, ), N,d( I’?), and Ii, V, - U2 V, are invariants of 
UT(A), so 
K[U,, U,, V,, V,]UT’.4) ~KIU,,N,~(V,),U,V1-UUzV,:i=1,2]. (11.2) 
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Relations (11.1) and (11.2) establish the proposition in the case that 
A=A’. 
For brevity let ~1, and n, denote N,4,( V,) and NA.( V,), respectively. 
Suppose that t E Fp; Fermat’s Little Theorem implies that P’; - (xU,)~ ’ V, 
becomes zero when Vi is replaced by - t,xUi. Hence VP - (,xU~)~-’ V, is 
divisible by Vi + txU, for every t E FP; therefore 
Therefore 
vg - (XUi)P - ’ v; = n, for i=l,2. (11.3) 
This equation can be viewed as an equation of integral dependence of 
U,V2-U2V, over K[U,, U7,n,,n,]; hence 
K[U,, U,, n,, n,, UI 3, - U, V,] is generated as a 
K[U,, U,, n,,n,]-module by 1, U, V,-U,V,, (U, V,- 
u2 v, j2, ..., (uIv,-uzv,)p-l. (11.4) 
Let B, denote the K vector space spanned by the monomials 
U~U$V;1V~2 such that dl+e,<IAl and dZ+e2<IAi. Let S denote a 
non-zero element of BYT’A’; it will be shown that f E K[U,, U2, 
U, U, - U2 V,]. Since f is an invariant of UT(A) and A 2 A’, it is an 
invariant of UT(A’). This observation and statements (11 .l ) and ( 11.4) 
imply that one can write 
f=Ci>OCj~iJcijn;n~3 
where every ci/ lies in the 
K[U, , Uz]-module generated by 1, U, V, - U2 V,, . . . . 
(U, v*- UaV,)P-l. (11.5) 
Define e = max { i + j : co # 0) and let I denote the biggest integer such that 
O<l<e and c , p _, # 0. Equations (11.3) and ( 11 S) and the definitions of 
e and I imply that 
f =c, e.-,n{n;-’ + a polynomial whose V,-degree is 
strictly less than pl + a polynomial whose V,-degree is 
strictly less than P(e - I). 
Therefore V,-degree f > V,-degree rt;-’ = P(e - I) and I/,-degree f > V,- 
degree n: = pl. These observations and the hypothesis that that f~ B, 
imply that 
de-Z)< IAl and PI< IAl. (11.6) 
The next goal is to show that Z=e. Let Y denote an indeterminate and 
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let f’* denote the image of f under the K-algebra homomorphism which 
maps Ui to Ui and I/, to Vi+ YU, for every i. Define 
f*(ij)=c,(n,+(YP-.SP-‘Y)ull;)‘(n,+(YP-.YP~’Y)US)’ 
for all i, ,j 3 0. Equations (I 1.3) and (11.5) imply that 
.r*=C Cf*(iA. (11.7) 
Observe that 
if i< Z, then the V,-degree of every monomial which 
appears in f*(i, j) is strictly less than pZ 
(11.8) 
and 
if i + j < r, then the sum of the I/,-degree and Y-degree of 
each monomial which appears in f*(i, j) is strictly less 
than pe. (11.9) 
Note also that 
f*(Z, e - I) = c, f ~, Vf’( YU,)p”P” + a polynomial whose 
V,-degree is strictly less than that of c, e , Vy’ + a polyno- 
mial whose Y-degree is strictly less than p(e - I). (11.10) 
Let 1~’ denote a monomial of maximum V,-degree which appears in 
c,.~,vfw;“-“. Statements (11.8) and (11.9), together with the definitions 
of e and Z, imply that if i # Z or j # e - Z, then MS’ YP(+‘) does not divide 
any monomial which appears in f*(i, j). Equation (11.10) implies that the 
monomial IV’ Yp” - ‘) appears in f*(Z, e - I) and, for every integer 
d>p(e-I), w’Y” does not appear in ,f*(Z, e-Z). These observations and 
Eq. (11.7) imply that 
the monomial W’ YP(’ -‘I appears in f * and, for every 
integer d>p(e-I), M.‘Y& does not appear in f *. (11.11) 
One can write 
f* = c,,. KfJ n where the sum ranges over all 
monomials w in K[ U, , U,, V, , V2] whose degrees are less 
than or equal to deg f and f,J Y) E K[ Y] for every II’. (11.12) 
Note that if Y is replaced by an element of A, then j’* -f becomes zero, 
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because ,f is an invariant of UT(A). Therefore J‘* -f is divisible by 
n r,eA Y-a. This observation and Eq. (11.12) imply that f,,.(Y)--f,,.(O) is 
divisible by nIut,4 Y-a for every monomial w. Note also that, by 
statements (11.6) and (11.11 ), the degree off,,,(Y) is strictly less than IA 1. 
Therefore fJ Y) -f,,..(O) is identically zero, so f,,( Y) E K. This inclusion 
and statements (11.11) and (11.12) imply that P(e - I) = degf,,..( Y) = 0, so 
e = I. This observation and the second part of statement (11.6) imply that 
pe < IAl. Since pe < IAJ, Eq. (11.5) and the definition of e imply that f lies 
in the K[ U,, Uz, U, V, - Uz V,]-module generated by the monomials 
VT’ Vy such that e, + e? < IAl. Recall also that ,f is an invariant of UT(A); 
therefore Proposition 9 implies that f~ K[ U,, U2, U, V/Z - U, V,]. This 
proves that ByTIA’ is a subset of K[ U,, Uz, U, V, - U2 V,]. This observa- 
tion and Proposition 1 imply that K[U,, Uz, V,, V,]UT’.“’ is a subset of 
K[ U,, NA( V,), U, Vz - lJ2 V, : i = 1, 21. This observation and statement 
(11.2) establish the proposition. 1 
Remark. Proposition 8 implies that, if IAl > 1 and m3 3, then 
K[U,, V,: 1 di<w] UT(A’ does not equal K[U,, N,4( V,), UiV,- U, Vi : 
1 <i, j<m]. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES OF INVARIANTS 
If G denotes a finite group of automorphisms of a commutative ring, 
then CREG rR and lXRtc rg are invariants of G for every element r in the 
ring. The next proposition describes other examples of invariants of G in 
the case that G = UT(A). 
Notation. If A’ is a finite additive subgroup of K and f~ K[ Ui, Vi : 
l<i<m], define NAz(f)=nOEUT,A.,fn. 
PROPOSITION 12. Assume that 1 Al > 1. Let A’ denote u proper subgroup 
of A and let C denote a system qf representatives for the cosets of A’ in A. 
Define 
h= c N,~(V,+cU,)N,~(V,+cUJ~~~N,~(V,+cU,) 
CEC 
and let i* = IAl / IA’I. Then h is an invariant of UT(A) and, if m > i*, then 
the monomial ( U, U2 . Ui.- l)lA” ny=,+ V!,“” appears in h. 
ProqJ: Let a(~) be defined as in the introduction and define 
H(x)= fi N,<j Vj+xU,) 
,=I 
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for every .YE K. Note that 
H(x)ni(J ’ = H(s + y) for all x, .r E K. (12.1 ) 
Observe that IV,~.( V, + sU, + u’Ui) = N,.( V, + .uU,) for every .Y E K, a’ E A’, 
and i E { 1, . . . . m )-. Therefore h does not depend on the choice of the system 
of representatives C for the cosets of A’. Observe that, if a E A, then 
h = c H( c + u), because (c + LI : I’ E C) is a system of 
c-E< 
rep,resentatives for the cosets of A’ in A 
= c H(c)“““, by (12.1) 
‘EC’ 
= },“‘“‘. 
This proves that h is an invariant of UT(A). 
Suppose that m 3 i* and c E C. Note that, for i = 1~ 2, . . . . m, 
AJ’,,~.( V, + cU,) = I’/,“” + an element of U,K[ (I,, I',] 
and 
NA,( f”, + cu,) = Ul."" + an element of ViK[ u;, v,] 
=(.n,, ‘:uj W” + an element of V,K[ U,, V,] 
Therefore 
because the map a H -u permutes the elements of A’. 
the coefficient of (U, U2 ... U,, .~,)'"'I fly=;. V]"" in H(c) 
is rIut.4, (c-a)l*-’ (12.2) 
DefinefAj(X)=&tA. X-a. The theory ofp-polynomials [ 13, pp. 564-5651 
implies that 
fA.(X+?‘)=fq,(-K)+f:q,(~‘) for all x, y E K. (12.3) 
Therefore the restriction of fA, to A gives a homomorphism between the 
additive groups A and fA,(A). Note also that the kernel of this 
homomorphism is A’, so I,f,,(A)I = IAl /IA’1 = i*. This observation and 
Proposition 7 imply that 
(12.4) 
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Note that 
the coefficient of (U, U2 . . . Ui. ~, )‘“‘I ny= ;* V]“” in h 
by (12.2) 
because the map CHAT, 
gives a one-to-one correspondence between C 
and L,,(A) 
# 0, by (12.4). 
This establishes the last assertion of the proposition. 1 
Remarks. Let h be defined as in Proposition 12. 
1. The following argument shows that the U-degree of every 
monomial which appears in h is greater than or equal to IAl - [A’[. Equa- 
tion (12.3) (with K replaced by K(U,, Vi : 1 d ib m)) and the fact that 
NA( Vi + cUj) = Uy’lfA.(( Vi/Ui) + c) imply that N,J V, + cUi) = NA.( V,) + 
IA” .L(c) u, for every iE (1, . . . . m> and c E K. This observation and the 
definition of h imply that 
h= c (NA’(V,)+fA,(c)U~“)...(NA,(Vm)+fA.(c)U~”). (12.5) 
CEC 
The proof of Proposition 12 shows that &.(A) is an additive group of size 
i*. Therefore the first equation of statement (7.6) (with A replaced by 
fA.(A)) implies that 
c Xi = 0 when l<j<i*-1. 
XE rdal 
This observation and the fact that the map CHAT, gives a one-to-one 
correspondence between C and fA(A) imply that 
cJlcfA,(4'=o when l<j<i*-1. (12.6) 
Note also that 
ICI is divisible by p, (12.7) 
because ICI = /,41/1A’l, A’ is a proper subgroup of A, and A is a vector 
space over Fp. Statements (12.5)-( 12.7) imply that h is a linear combina- 
tion of polynomials of the form 
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where S denotes a subset of { 1, . . . . m} whose size is greater than or equal 
to i* - 1. Therefore the U-degree of every monomial which appears in h is 
greater than or equal to iA’1 (i* - 1) = /Ai - IA’I. 
2. The following argument shows that, if (A’\ > 1 and m 3 i*, then h 
does not lie in {CrrGUT,,4j f”, ?i,(f):f~K[U,, Vi: 1 <i<m]}. The first 
equation of statement (7.6) implies that 
if 1 <j< /A( - 1, then 1 d=O. 
titA 
(12.8) 
Let w  denote the monomial I’;’ k’;>. Vz and observe that 
c I@= c (V,+aU,)“(v,+aU,)‘~~~~(v,+aU,)‘“. 
oeUT(A) atA 
This equation, statement (12.8), and the fact that IA I is divisible by p imply 
that the U-degree of every monomial which appears in &tUT.tA)j W” is 
greater than or equal to IAl - 1. This observation and the fact that 
K[ Ui, Vi : 1 < id m] is generated as a K[ U,, . . . . U,]-module by 
monomials of the form VT’ . . V’,” imply that 
if f~ K[ U,, Vi : 1 d i < m], then the U-degree of every 
monomial which appears in C,, UTCA, f” is greater than or 
equal to IAl - 1. (12.9) 
Assume that m 2 i*. Proposition 12 and statement (12.9) imply that, if 
]A’] > 1, then h does not lie in the K-algebra generated by ix,, UT(Aj f” : 
fEK[U,, vi: 1 <<iWz];. 
Suppose that f E K[ Ii,, V, : 1 d i6 m]. If the U-degree of every 
monomial which appears in f is strictly greater than 0, then the U-degree 
of every monomial which appears in N.4(f) is greater than or equal to IAl. 
This observation and Proposition 12 imply that, if the U-degree of every 
monomial which appears in f is strictly greater than 0, then NA(f) #h. If 
there is a monomial of U-degree 0 which appears in A then there is a 
monomial of U-degree 0 which appears in NA(f). This observation and 
Remark 1 imply that, if there is a monomial of U-degree 0 which appears 
in f; then NA(f) #It. Thus NA(f) #h for all .f: 
3. Assume that IAl > 1 and let b denote a strictly positive integer 
such that pb < IAl. The following examples show that the lower bound for 
d, + . . . + d,= given in Proposition 5 is attained in infinitely many cases. 
Define i* = IAl/pbP1 and set 
MJ(m)=(U,UZ...U,.~l)Ph ’ fi VP”-’ if m>i* 
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and 
w(m)=(U~-‘V*V3... v,)““-’ if 2<mdi* 
Since A is a vector space over F,, and IA 1 3 ph 3 p, there is a subgroup A’ 
of A such that iA’1 =p h ’ This observation and Proposition 12 imply that 
if m > i*, then the monomial w(m) appears in an invariant of UT(A). If 
2 Q m 6 i*, then the monomial W(W) appears in nyZZ (U, V’, - U, V,)phm’, 
which is an invariant of UT(A). 
If2<m<i*, then (m-1)p” ‘<(i*-l)phP’=/AI-phP1 and 
U-degree w(m) = V-degree w(m) 6 IA) - p” - ‘. 
If mamax(2i*-2, i*+ l}, then (m-i*+l)phP1b(i*-l)phP’= 
U-degree w(m), so 
U-degree w(m) = (A I - pb- ’ < (m - i* + 1) ph.- ’ = V-degree w(m). 
These observations imply that if 2 <m < i* or m 3 2i* - 2, then the 
monomial w(m) satisfies the hypotheses on rIi U$Vf’ stated in Proposi- 
tion 5 and the corresponding bound for d, + . . + d, is attained. 
4. The following example shows that the degree hypothesis in 
Proposition 10 cannot be weakened when IA / > 1 and m 3 2p - 1. Assume 
that IAl > 1 and let H’= (U, Uz ... UpPl)lAIIP flf”=;’ VjA’@. Define B, as in 
Proposition 1 and note that MI E B,. Note also that U-degree 
W= I.4 - IAl/p< (deg u>)/2; therefore 
w  does not appear in an element of 
[U,, N,4(Vi), UiV,- U,Vi: 1 <i,j<ml. (12.10) 
Let A’ denote a subgroup of A of size 1 AJ /p; such a subgroup exists 
because A is a vector space over F, and 1 Al > 1. Define h as in Proposi- 
tion 12, with m = 2p - 1. Proposition 12 implies that w  appears in h; this 
observation and statement (12.10) imply that h does not lie in 
K[ U;, N,( V,), Ui Vi - Uj V, : 1 < i, j d m]. Proposition 12 also implies 
that h is an invariant of UT(A). Thus, if m 3 2p - 1, then K[ U,, Vi : 
1< i<mlUTcA) contains a polynomial of degree 2 I A I - I A I /p (namely h) 
which does not lie in K[U,,N,,,(V,), U,V,- U,V,: 1 <i,jdm]. 
Recall from the introduction that {C, : 1 < id m, 1 <j d n} denotes a set 
of commuting indeterminates. 
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PROPOSITION 13. Let F denote a jihite ,fieId and let 6, m, und n denote 
positive integers. Let 
h= 1 fi (t,Ci,+t2Ci?$ ... +t,,C,,,f. 
,r I,.., r,>)tF" ,=I 
Then h is a vector invariant of GL(n, F), i.e., h” = h for every g E GL(n, F). 
Let d denote a positive integer such that bd is divisible by IFI - 1, and 
assume that m 3 nd and hnl is divisible by 1 FI - 1. Define 
( 
Ii-1 d 
‘1’= n n C,d-‘/t/i, 
,=I h=l I( h= 0, 
“,,+, c,“): 
then the coefkient of W” in h is (- I)“. 
Proof: Let L=FC,,+FC’,,+ ... +FCI,,. If iejl,..., m}, let Hi 
denote the K-algebra homomorphism from K[C,, : 1 6 j,< )z] to 
K[C, : I <j < n] such that H,(C,,) = C,, for ,j = I, . . . . H. Suppose that 
g E GL(n, F) and observe that 
h = c (H,(.K) Hz(S) . .. H,,,(.Y)y 
IGL 
= x (H,(.e=) H,(.K”) H,(x”))b 
[EL 
because the map .Y F+ 3 permutes the elements of L 
= IF, because H,(.K') = H,(.u)~ for every i and x. 
This establishes the first assertion of the proposition. 
Assume now that 1112 nd and bm is divisible by 1 FJ - 1. The definitions 
of h and w  imply that 
the coefficient of +i)h in h 
= ,r,,,,;,,Fn (‘)j tl”) f!-nd+d’h 
=(~~F”~~d)(~~F ed)...(,“~cF tqx  tj:“-‘J+‘““) 
= (IFI - l)“, by Eq. (7.11) and the fact that 
hd and bm are divisible by IFI - 1 
= ( - 1 )“, because I FI is a multiple of 
the characteristic of F. 1 
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6. VECTOR INVARIANTS OVER FINITE FIELDS 
Let Z denote the identity matrix. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let F denote a finite subfield of K and let G denote a 
subgroup of GL(n, F). Assume that there is an element g in G such that 
(g-I)* = 0 and rank(g - I) = 1. Let A denote the set of elements .Y in F 
such that I + x( g - I) E G. Let d denote the smallest integer such that d > 0 
and (IAl - I)d is divisible by IFI - 1. Zf mZ(n+l)d, then every set of 
K-algebra generators of K[ C, : 16 i < m, 16 j 6 n]” contains a generator 
whose degree is greater than or equal to ([m/d] - n + 2)( 1 Al - I AJ /p); here 
[ ] denotes the greatest-integer function. 
Proof: If n>2, let E,-i, denote the n xn matrix whose (n- 1, n)th 
entry is 1 and whose other entries are zeros. The assumptions about g 
imply that n > 2 and g is similar to I+ E,- i n. Therefore, after a linear 
change of coordinates, one may assume that 
C;,, Ciz, . . . . Ci,_, are each fixed by g and Cf,, - C, = 
tin- 1 for every i. (14.1) 
Let m’ denote the biggest integer such that m’d m and m’ is divisible 
by d. Suppose that m > (n + 1)d; then rn’a (n + 1)d. Define 
n-1 d 
n n cjd-d+k, Ckn . 
j=l k=l I( k=(n-I)d+l > 
Proposition 13 (with m and b replaced by m’ and IAl - 1, respectively) 
implies that the monomial wiA’ ~ ’ appears in an invariant of G. Let S(m) 
denote a set of K-algebra generators of K[ C, : 1 d i < m, 1 < j < n] G. Note 
that i+IA’- I appears in an element of the K-algebra generated by S(m), so 
one can write 
)&I ~ ’ = w1w2 . . )$a,, where each u’, is a non-constant 
monomial which appears in an element of S(m). (14.2) 
If x and y denote elements of A, then 
z+(x+y)(g-z)=(z+-~(g-z))(z+Y(g-z)), because (g - Z)2 = 0 
E G, because Z + x( g - I) and Z + y( g - I) 
both lie in G and G is a group. 
Therefore A is closed under addition and (I+ x( g - I) : x E A ) is a sub- 
group of G. Define the U-degree of a monomial ny=, n:=, C:*.‘) to be 
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e(l,n-l)+e(2,n-l)+ . ..+e(m.n-1) and define its V-degree to be 
e( 1, rz) + e(2, n) + ... + e(nz, n). Let w,, M‘?, . . . . W, be as in Eq. (14.2). Con- 
dition (14.1) implies that the group {I+ x( g - I) : x E A } can be identified 
with UT(A) (where the indeterminates U, and V, correspond to Ci,,+, 
and C,, respectively, for every i). Therefore Proposition 5, with ph = IA 1, 
implies that 
U-degree \$‘i 3 min { IA / - IA I /p, V-degree W, } 
This inequality implies that 
for every i. (14.3) 
if U-degree u’; + V-degree W, > 0, then U-degree ~7~ > 0. (14.4) 
Equation (14.2) implies that there is a number J in (1, . . . . t). such that 
U-degree u’~ + V-degree bt’J > 0 and 
U-degree w~/( U-degree u’~ + V-degree ~~~~ ) 
6 U-degree wIA’ ‘/(U-degree w’~’ ~ ’ + V-degree u”~’ - ’ ) 
=d/(m’-(n-2)d). (14.5) 
This relation and the fact that m’ 3 (n + l)d imply that U-degree wJ/ 
(U-degree wJ + V-degree ~1~) 6 f; hence 2( U-degree u’~) d V-degree wJ. 
This inequality and statement (14.4) (with i replaced by J) imply that 
U-degree MJ~ < V-degree ~9,. This inequality and statement (14.3) imply that 
U-degree MJ~ 3 IA I - IA I /p. Observe that 
deg ~1~ 3 U-degree ~1~ + V-degree IZ’~ 
2(m’-(fl-2)4(lAI - IAI/PM, by (14.5) and the fact 
that U-degree bl’J > IA I - (A 1 /p 
=~C~l~l-~+~~~I~l-I~l/~~, because ml/d= [m/d]. 
This observation and the fact that M’~ appears in some element of S(m) 
imply that the degree of some element of S(m) is greater than or equal to 
(Cmldl-n+2)(IAI - I~/P). I 
PROPOSITION 15. Let F, G, and g he as in Proposition 14. Assume that 
I + x( g - I) E G for every x E F. If m 2 n + 1, fhen every set of K-algebra 
generators of K[C, : 1 < i < m, 1 < j d m]’ contains a generator whose 
degree is greater than or equal to (m - n + 2)( I FI - 1 ), 
Proof Assume that nl> n + 1 and define w  (with d = 1) and S(m) as in 
the proof of Proposition 14. Note that the conditions of Proposition 14 are 
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satisfied with A = F and d= 1; therefore the statements derived in the proof 
of Proposition 14 are valid here. 
Let K’=K(Cv: l<i<m, 1 <j<n-2) and let Ui=Cin+, and V,=C,, 
for every i. Condition (14.1) and the hypothesis that I+ x( g - I) E G for 
every x E F imply that the invariants of G are also invariants of UT(F) 
(here UT(F) is a group of automorphisms of K’[ U;, Vi : 1 < i,< m]). 
Therefore 
S(m) is a set of invariants of UT(F). (15.1) 
Note that the monomial wIFI-’ appears in an invariant of G (by Proposi- 
tion 13), so it appears in an element of K[s : s E S(m)]. Note also that 
U.‘~‘~‘/(C,~C~~~~.C~~~~-~)‘~~~~=(U~~~V~V~+~...V~)~~~-‘. Therefore 
(UnplVnVn+l ... V,p--I appears in an element of the K’-subalgebra of 
K’[U,, Vi: 16i<m] generated by S(m). Since (Un-,VI/nVn+,...Vm)IFI~l 
appears in an element of this subalgebra, statement (15.1) and Proposi- 
tion 6 (with an appropriate relabelling of the subscripts of U,, . . . . U,, 
V 1, ..., V,) imply that it also appears in an element of S(m). Let s* denote 
an element of S(m) in which (U, ~, V,, V, + 1 . V,)“’ - ’ appears. Note that 
degs*>,deg(U,~,V,V,+,...V,)‘F1-‘, 
because(U,~,V,V,+,~~~V,)lF1~‘appearsins* 
=(m-n+2)(IFl-1). 
This establishes the proposition. 1 
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